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Seventhl. Street
New station should
be ready in June
Clarissa Aljentera
Thu.)* srArr ginron

Photos by Douglas Rider / Spartan Doily
Above, Rey Nguyen horn Fredric Miesuinkeo Inc. installs a ventilation duct for the addition to the
Seventh Street garage Tuesday Above Right, the new University Police department building was
started on July 1, 1999 and is expected V; be completed by June 1.

entering the garage
Upon
on the southernmost tip
of campus, students have
the pleasure of being greeted
by a metallic, three-story struc_Lure that hovers over the
entrance of the Seventh StrAllff
Garage.
Senior Barbara Whyte, an
English major, said when she
pulled into the garage earlier
in the week she noticed the
mismatched floors and suspected the structure wasn’t going to
be used for parking.
"The levels weren’t matched
up so I knew it was going to be
used for silmething else," Whyte
said.
Come this June, that "something else" will be the new
University Police department
station, said UPD Lieutenant
Bruce Lowe.
Even though the final decision for the UPD building rests
at the front of the garage,
Whyte said the front of a parking garage was a poor choice to
erect a building and that other
space on the university -could
have been set aside for UPD.
"I think it should be used for
parking because parking here
is atrocious. It was not a good
use of land at all. It would be
better used for parking," Whyte

said
The new structure will end
up costing about $5 million ,
with funds generated from
three places: UPD and administration ($500,000-$1 million),
the parking revenues fund $2
million and a $1.5 million 30year loan according to UPD
Chief of Police Ric Abeyta in a
Dec. 7. interview.
The UPD and administration
fund portion consists of money
that has been saved throughout
the past five years.
The parking revenues were
partially generated from fees
obtained from student, faculty
and staff permits. Abeyta said
the remainder was collected
from special events on campus
that used the garages and
interest from a bank.
Construction on the UPD
building is going according to
plan, and no major glitches
have come about, said Jim
Zavagno, associate director of
planning, design and construction.
"No significant problems
have arisen as of yet," Zavagno
said. "And June 1 is the target
date. I think they (UPD) would
be happy with that."
UPD is still occupying a
building located behind Duncan
Hall, adjacent to the Alumni
House, where UPD has been
housed for more than 30 years.
Daily wear and tear and lack of
space is evident in practically
See

Police,
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Dirty, greasy aviation program continues to fly high at SJSU
Erik Anderson
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Antonio Verges gets his air
time at Reid-Hillview Airport in
San Jose.
A junior in flight operations,
Verges is a member of The Flying
Twenty Flying Club, a student
organization at San Jose State
University that flies out of the airport.
"They have cheaper flying

rates for students," Verges said of
the flying club. For a Cessna 152
the club has two
two-seater
the cost is $34 an hour, while for a
Cessna 172 four-seater, the cost is
$47 an hour, Verges said.
"It is 30 percent less than anywhere else," said Sean Hogan, a
1998 graduate of SJSU’s aviation
program and a pilot with Mesa
Airlines.
"This is the only college in
California that has a four-year

program," he said.
Lisa Pesiri, set to graduate at
the end of the spring semester in
flight operations, had high praise
for the aviation program.
"The networking capabilities
are limitless," she said.
Working as an intern as an airtraffic controller from a contracted civilian tower at Moffet
Airfield, Pesiri directs military
aircraft such as C-141 transport,
and the T-38 fighter trainer. "You

Move-in day hellishly wet
Christina Lucarotti
DAILY STAFF Eorrox

Moving is a hassle, but moving
back into the dorms on a rainy
day after a five-week break is
about as grim as it gets.
Amit Patel, a junior majoring
in computer science at San Jose
State University, decided to get a
head start on getting his things
out of his sister’s home in
where he stayed
Livermore
and back
during winter break
into his dorm room by arriving
when the dorm doors opened at
10 a.m. on Sunday.
"It’s okay right now because I
left most everything here," said

Patel, comparing spring move-ia
to fall move-in, which he
described as "hell."
Move in day for the spring
semester is easier on students
because they keep the same room
Housing
The
fall.
from
Department allows students who
are returning from last semester
to hold onto their keys over the
break in order to avoid having to
re-check everyone in.
"We’ll be really busy after 1
p.m.," said Patel, who didn’t have
to wait long to use the Joe West
elevators because he was one of
the firrt to return to his floor,
For students such as Lawsen
Lew, a junior majoring in biology,

A

moving in meant packing his stuff
up onto a dolly and walking a
block from his winter break
apartment to Joe West Hall.
Lew said he would miss the
privacy and quiet he had while
renting floor space from a friend
during the break, but added he
there were benefits to dorm life.
"Living in the dorms, you don’t
have to worry about cooking," Lew
said. "The biggest problem with
living in an apartment is having
to cook your own food."
Lew expected it would take him
five trips from the apartment to the
dorm to get completely moved in.

See Moving,
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will get what you want out of it,"
she said.
"One-third of the guys I fly
with are from San Jose State,"
said Kevin Jakey, a 1992 graduate
of the program and a pilot for
American Airlines.
One of the advantages of the
program is that it requires students to gain a solid understanding of aviation mechanics. "You
get your hands dirty and greasy,"
Hogan said.

Lower division courses offered
by the department cover topics
such as aircraft materials, principles of aerodynamics, and aircraft
structures.
Two propulsion lab classes
offer
AVIA 035 and AVIA 135
students the opportunity to tear
apart and rebuild a plane’s
engine, then test its performance.
In addition, there is computer-

See Aviation,
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Lines, Lines.
Brace yourself for long lines
and time spent waiting to pay registration fees if you haven’t paid
them already.
The Cashiers office
or
Bursar’s office as of Jan. 1
decided to extend its window
hours, according to Edward
Serafica, interim cashiering manager.
There will be more windows
opening today and they will
remain open for longer hours.
"We used to open at 9 a.m. and
close at 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday," Serafica said. They decided to open at 8:30 a.m, and close at
6:30 p.m. to help early morning
students and students who attend
in the evening, Serafica said.
"The windows are there, but I
don’t think the cashiers are all
there," graduate student Sai
Gummid said after waiting in line
for half an hour to pay for registration and another 15 minutes to
get the tower card.
"From 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., all windows should be available because
of the huge line at least in the
beginning of the semester,"
Gummid said. Once you do reach
the window, he said, the people
were helpful and friendly.
Starting today, six cashier windows will be open during the first
three weeks of the semester, yet
not everyone needs to wait in line
to make a payment.
If the students already know
the amount they have to pay, they
can just mail it in or drop it in the
depository box, Serafica said.
Students will not get an automatic receipt if they drop their
payment off in the depository box,
unless they request it, he said.
"Now, if they really want a
receipt immediately, then we’re
going to ask them to wait in line,"
Serafica said.
For students who don’t have
personal checks and need to pay
in person because they are paying
with cash, there is also the option
of paying by money order or
cashier’s check, which can be
mailed in or dropped off at the
depository.
During registration period,
Serafica said he couldn’t suggest
an ideal day or time to make a
payment.
"It’s kind of hard to say, ’OK,
you come in here Tuesday,’ and
everybody says, ’Oh, this is the
best day,’ and everybody comes,"
Serafica said.
The Bursar’s Office is also
working on facilitating payments
for students by working on credit
card payments. Payment by credit
card is currently available to continuing education students only.
Serafica said by fall of 2000, he
hopes they will be able to accept
credit card payments from all students.

See

Lines,
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Capri
Burrows
waits for an
elevator
with her
boylnend
Brandon
Chernick, in
Joe West
Hall.
Sunday
was the first
day residents could
move into
the dorms.
Photo, by
DoolgLu Ran.
/ Spartan
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It is a statesanctioned
message
telling blacks:
"Although
Lincoln emancipated you,
we still think
of you as
property."

be)

Americans should look at
their own flag before
judging Confederate flag

Confederate flag and its blatant racist
message needs to be removed from
atop South Carolina’s Capitol building
It’s really disturbing to know racism, bigotry and intolerance are
Y2K compliant.
I’m not so naive to think that just because 1999 rolls over to 2000, that
we, as a nation, can stroll hand-in-hand into the blissful sunset of racial
harmony.
However, I don’t think I’m far off base in thinking the hate-filled symbol of the Old South, the Confederate flag, shouldn’t have made it to the
21st century. In fact, it shouldn’t have made it into the 20th century.
Martin Luther King Jr. Day more than 46,000
On Jan. 17
marched on Columbia, South Carolina, demanding the state remove
the "Stars and Bars" from atop its Capitol building. South Carolina is
the only state that still sanctions flying the Confederate flag.
For most of the nation, the rebel flag is symbolic of the redneck
nation.
It is every Chevy-driving, Pabst-swilling, chewing tobacco-spitting, wife beater-wearing hick, or wannabe hick, who thinks
DARN’ CO-EXECUTIVf EDITOR
being a "rebel" is cool.
It is Bo and Luke Duke, riding in the "General Lee" on their
way to foil one of Boss Hogg’s plans on the "Dukes of Hazzard."
It is listening to Lynyrd Skynyrd and living in the past.
The Confederate flag is also an unmistakable link to hate
groups such as the Ku Klux Klan and the Neo-Nazi movement because of its slavery ties.
For many South Carolinians, the flag symbolizes the Old
South. It symbolizes a way of life. It symbolizes a cause for
which many fought and died.
It was nearly 150 years ago that the hostilities
between the North and South caused South Carolina to
break away from the Union and raise the flag over
Fort Sumter.
I will not deny the Confederacy nor
Confederate flag’s place in American history. They are as important to what we
are as a nation as either the Boston
Tea Party or Pearl Harbor.
However, to African Americans,
the Confederate flag is an
enduring and stinging slap in
the face. It is a state-sanctioned message telling
blacks:
"Although Lincoln emancipated you, we still
think of you as property."
I can’t even begin to fathom the enormity of
the hatred and bigotry blacks have faced
throughout the history of America. To be
bought and sold as property is unimaginable. To
be constantly reminded of the system that
thought of you that way is unconscionable.
As a white man, I won’t insult anyone’s intelligence and
pretend to understand the pain of those eqslaved and persecuted by ignorant views.
I don’t. I do, however, understand just how deep the belief
that the Confederacy was right is in the South.
is
My father’s father-in-law was born and
raised in Norfolk, Virginia. He isn’t a good al’
;
boy per se, but he views the world in the
uniquely Southern way.He still refers to blacks
as "them coloreds," thinks it’s great that his ;:7’
-.
Country Club is integrated because they allow
blacks to work there and refers to anyone from
the North as a Yankee.
And while you and I might look at him and
scream "bigot," it is merely the way he and a lot
of older Southerners were raised. It does not justify it, but rather quantities it. As his generation dies off;
way of life will disintegrate.
the legacy of the Southern rebel
The Confederate flag is an important symbol of American history. It should, however, be in a museum,
along with other artifacts of the Civil War.
The "Stars and Bars" need not be removed from the public’s consciousness, just off state-run buildings.
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Billy Bo Bob wants to be a
IfConfederate
flag-waving
racist, I’m all for it.
Seeing it as a symbol of slavery
and racism, 46,000 protesters
marched to South Carolina’s state...Z. 4’ house on Martin Luther King Jr.
Day, requesting the removal of the
flag Billy Bo holds so dear.
Now, my colleague on my right will
do an effective job of pulling at your
’
heartstrings by showing examples of
oppression and stating that in the new
millennium racism should not exist, but
that doesn’t help Billy Bo Bob or the average U.S. citizen either.
You see, it comes down to this: Billy is proud of his way of life in
the South during the 1800s.
This life included self-determination, where Southerners were able
to prosper and rival the industrial North.
Yes, it included slavery and oppression, but when the Union armies
took away this lifestyle, it turned the South’s world upside down.
And when things become hard for ignorant people, what do they do?
Blame minorities and hold to an ideal of when things were easier.
That is exactly what Billy Bo Bob has done when he and his good ol’
boys hung the Confederate flag on the South Carolina statehouse.
Now, this doesn’t mean the ignorance of Billy Bo Bob should prevent
Y1yju
awbAtebay nfig
him
rie is doing exactly what every US. citizen has
When they
have pledged allegiance to the U.S. flag in grade school.
We all remember,"! pledge allegiance ... "and blah, blah, blah,
but what most people don’t remember are the injustices.
They forget the U.S. flag represents anti-Chinese leagues in
California’s past, The Trail of Tears or the use of Native
American reservations to preserve the United States’ "way of
life."
Oh, yeah.
Billy Bo Bob doesn’t sound so stupid now.
The U.S. flag is a load of crap that took people of my
Japanese heritage and shipped them off to Arizona and desolate places in California during World War II, and then
stole all of their land and property, but that is OK.
The U.S. flag is sacred.
We have someone more racist.
We have Billy Bo Bob.
We also have Luke and Bo Duke of the television
show, "The Dukes of Hazzard," driving their General
Lee a hot rod with a Confederate flag emblazoned across the top but they can’t be racist; they
are just the good ol’ boys.
But we would have to get rid of them too, if the
Confederate flag is taken down.
We would also have to take down the US. flag and
stop forcing the U.S. public to pledge allegiance to it.
The reason why is simple, and it’s sad.
See, Billy Bo Bob, in his ignorance, has remembered the good life that he once
had, and he has blamed the United States for his hardships.
That is his form of ignorance.
The average U.S. citizen enjoys a good quality of life because the United
States has stepped on and continues to step on the backs of its own minorities and other people around the world.
American citizens are quick to judge who are morally right or wrong
because they are ignorant.
They close their eyes to the injustices committed by their country and
point to Billy Bo Bob, Luke and Bo as the bad and ignorant people of society.
They want to take away their flag to cover up their country’s mistake of slavery and to show they are
moral people to the same minorities and people around the world they act immorally to every day.
That is the U.S. citizen’s ignorance. Their ignorance is no better than Bill); Bo’s ignorance.
Our U.S. flag is no better than his Confederate flag.

done

They want to
take away
their flag to
cover up their
country’s
mistake Of
slavery and to
show they are
moral people
to the same
minorities and
people around
the world
they act
immorally to
every day.
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Problem youth not fault of media
While many of you spent
the break relaxing and
preparing for the spring
semester, I had the brilliant idea
that taking a winter session
course would be the best choice
for me.
I don’t know what I was thinking. It was a three-week course
that met five days a week and
started at 8 a.m.
I don’t think I made it there
before 8:30 a.m. once.
It was a political science class
that dealt with the constitution,
the court system and other
things of the political science
nature including a section on
how Americans feel about youth
in our society and all the factors
that contribute to our mistrust,
fear and overall disgust with
teens.
And one of the main factors,
shocking as it may seem: media.
I know, I couldn’t believe it
either. Blaming the media for
youth violence. Will the wonders
of academia never cease?
To be fair to the professor, he
balanced the accusations against
the media with all the other antiyouth forces and gave the class an
opportunity to dispute the
charges.
However, there was very little
probably because it
disputing
was so damn early in the morning
and we were all too distracted
with thoughts about just what we
were doing there.
But another possible reason
more frightening than indifference for our silence on this
issue may have been that we
believed the media is responsible
for a desensitized youth and a
scared adult population.
I’ve since had time to consider
this issue at a sane hour for
clear thought and realized that
while the media may or may not
expose us to more graphic violence or obscenity than in past
generations, We not the media’s

job to raise our children. Nor is it
the media’s job to censor reality
for the sake of impressionable
youth.

If parents do their jobs competently, America’s youth won’t be
as impressionable as we fear. But
apparently Congress doesn’t
think parents can do their own job
anymore. The politicians, like
some of my classmates, want to
cast a blanket statement of blame
on an industry, rather than take
personal responsibility.
Internet
Children’s
The
Protection Act, sponsored by
Arizona Sen. John McCain who
surely by coincidence is trying to
win the Republican presidential
nomination is currently being
reviewed in congressional subcommittees. The act calls for censorship of the Internet in a roundabout, semi-constitutional way.
While it isn’t mandating censorship, it threatens to pull funding
for schools and libraries unless
they choose Internet censorship,
which, essentially, is a mandate,
as public schools and libraries
need the funding to provide
Internet access.
The act "establishes that any
school or library currently using,
or requesting universal service
funds, provide certification to the
FCC that filtering or blocking
technology is deployed on computers when in use by children, and
that such school or library has in
place a policy to prevent access by
minors to child pornography and
obscene material.
"In addition, the legislation
provides that schools and
libraries may also identify addi-

tional material deemed inappropriate for minors and may utilize
selected technology to block or filter said material."
That’s great.
Forget the idea that what’s
inappropriate or obscene is subjective. Hey, we can even forget
the First Amendment. I say, let’s
just scrap our civil liberties altogether As long as I3-year-olds are
prohibited from seeing naked people on the Internet, the ills of society will be cured.
Hell, now the looney-toons on
the Kansas Board of Education
can deem that anti-God, immoral
and false idea of evolution inappropriate. Why not? The legislation calls for the individual school
boards to determine such things,
and Kansas’ already removed
Darwin’s crazy theory from
statewide tests, hence the classroom.
While Kansas is filtering the
obscene and inappropriate "The
Origin of Species," other conservative school boards can be deciding.
that words such as sex, sex education, safe sex and sexually transmitted diseases are entirely too
obscene and inappropriate for
their youth.
Yes. I think my classmates and
I were right to be silent. We’re off
the hook. The problems teens are
facing today have nothing to do
with parental or community
responsibility. It’s all the fault of
the media. And, thanks to John
McCain, we don’t have to get
responsible either. We’re just
going to oppress our children into
good behavior.

Tuesday

Monday

Today

Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support and rnentoring group,
11 a.m. in the Montalvo room. For
more information, call Diane
Stegmeir at 279-6385.

The Harlem Renaissance
Take AFAM 196M 1:30-2:45 MW
for 3 units. Learn about the arts
and literature of the "glory days of
the African American culture. For
more information, call Ethel Walker
at 924-4586.

Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support and mentonng group,
2 p.m. in the Montalvo room. For
more information, call Diane
Stegmeir at 279-6385.
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Margaret Bethel is the
Spartan Daily Co-Executive
Editor. "Congeniality Not
Included" appears Wednesdays.

WE’LL REFUND
DOUBLE THE DIFFERENCE
SpartanBookstore

ADD/ADHD
r

Adult Therapy Group & Parenting
Classes, Individual therapy. Call
Eve Soils, M.A., MFTI,
(408) 248-3874 (12)

nrifit Swaim licarksoore for Deals

Transportation Solutions Program

CRA.2-IES

avoid the stresses of driving in
circles and traffic backup

0 *

111

!Bicycle:11*::!
Enclosue,

WAVE
HELLO

6 campuii
Ouaranteed parldng space
added security for your bike
exercise through bicycle commuting
register now at Associated Students

Than
entirely new
audience!
Advertise in the
Spartan Pftyto
reach studerrts all
across campus.
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UNIVERSITY
TrIffic

Patlang Operallana

Transit Access
Program
Free for all Students
365 days of bus and light rail access
with validated tower card ID
service for faculty and staff 525/6 months
Free ADA paratransit service

weeks. 6 credits, as low as 52.300 (based on typical costs
of tuition. room & board, books, and airfare)
Term t May 24 -July 2 Term 2 July 6 -August 13
www outreach hawaii edu toll -free 1 (800) 862-6628
6

SJSU
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American Heart
Association..

Research gave
him a future

San Jose State

Business Office in the Student Union

University of Hawaii at Manoa, Summer Sessions
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we’ll push you to

share driving costs
make new friends
preferred parking at 7th street garage
match lists with SJSU students, faculty, and staff
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Park and Ride Lot

located at South 715 & Humboldt Street

FREE Parking from Jan 26-Feb11 at the Park and Ride Lot
FREE Shuttle service beginning at 6am
Parking is $1 per day
Student curbside parking around University perimeter
now available

You know it’s in you. The desire to go farther. To start
where others stop. It’s why you should consider Army
ROTC. It’s a class where you’ll face unique challenges
while developing skills like how to think on your feet
and be a good leader. Register today. And hold on tight.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

SupL Research
01995, American Heart Association

Interested in Accepting the Challenge
Contact us at 800 227-ROTC

faculty and staff may enter 71^ Street Garage
via E. San Salvador ramp from 7am-10:30am

SJSU

M111111

during Jan 26-Feb11
for further info call TPO at 408.924.6556 or
visit our webpage linked to www.sjsu.edu

for information call

ALTRANS at
408.924. RIDE
Student Union Main level A.S. Business Office 510-4:30
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ports
Defense helps Spartans climb
Clarissa Aljentera
DAILY ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Spartan men’s basketball
team have been fighting an uphill
battle even before the first whistle
of the 1999-2000 season blew.
The team has faced adversity
from the beginning of the season
stemming from the Aug. 27
announcement of Phil Johnson
leaving his post as San Jose State
University’s head coach to join the
Chicago Bulls coaching staff to a
recent incident in San Francisco
on New Year’s Eve involving two
SJSU players.
On New Year’s Eve both Eric
Griffin and Ben Sanders were
charged with misdemeanors for
carrying a concealed weapon and
carrying a concealed weapon in a
public place, according to Fred
Gardner, the public information
officer with the San Francisco
District Attorney’s office.
Considering the troubles the
team has faced, head coach Steve
Barnes is ready for anything in
the Spartans’ final 10 games of
Western Athletic Conference play.
"I don’t know what to expect
(the remainder of the season),"
Barnes said. "Every game is very
different. With Hawai’i on
Saturday, that is a very difficult
place to win and then we come
back for Fresno (on Thursday)."
The Spartans are currently
fourth in the conference with a
record of 2-2
11-8 overall and
are looking to climb in the rankings when they face rival and
third-place Fresno State on Feb. 3.
First they have the task of a road
game against the Hawai’i.
"Hawai’i is a very good team,"
Barnes said. "It is very hard to
win there because of the traveling
and time difference. We will have

to play our best game to date to
beat them."
The Spartans recently split a
road trip against the University of
Tulsa and Rice University. Tulsa,
currently ranked No. 14 in the
nation and first in the WAC with
a 2-0 conference record and 19-1
overall, defeated the Spartans 6741 on Thursday.
Spartan guard R.J. Powell said
his team faltered due to thousands of Tulsa fans and the pressures of their first conference road
game.
"We were distracted and didn’t
rebound and we weren’t aggressive on offense," Powell said. "In
Tulsa we didn’t play our game like
we were supposed to. We hit a
scoring drought for 10 minutes
and in the second half they blew it
away."
At halftime the Spartans were
down 33-19, but the Golden
Hurricane scored 34 second half
points en route to the win. To finish their road trip, the Spartans
captured their first conference
road win in three years Saturday,
defeating the Rice 58-56.
Guard Billy Landram said
their first conference road victory
was more difficult than in the
friendly confines of the Event
Center.
"The road is harder than home;
they played tough and hung
lough," said Landram, who had 11
points and four rebounds against
the Owls.
Even though the split of last
week’s games put SJSU in the
middle of the WAC, the path hasn’t always been as smooth as was
evident in the aftermath of the
New Year’s Eve incident.
Barnes said the misdemeanor
charges in San Francisco weren’t
the type of leadership he expected

from Griffin and Sanders, but it
was a learning experience for
everyone.
"The team is like a family and
when you have adversity strike
that is when you need to be strong
and together," said Barnes. "We
learned a lot about each other at
that point."
Despite the legal trouble
Griffin and Sanders are currently
facing, Barnes said the team was
able to stick together throughout
the peaks and valleys of the season.
"There have been so many
highs and lows for the team, but
they keep hanging in there. We’re
still in the middle of trying to
have a good year."
Blunt, a 6-foot-6 inch forward,
said even after the turmoil the
Spartans have faced, they still
managed to stick together and
pull through.
"We’ve come together and we
believe in ourselves," Blunt said.
"It didn’t hurt (us) because we are
a team. With any situation that
arises we will be there for each
other."
Now with days of a seven man
roster in the past, Barnes and his
team can focus on the remainder
of the season.
The first-year coach said his
intent from the beginning was for
the team to play its best basketball at the end of the season.
"We keep getting better as a
team and close as a group,"
Barnes said.
And since the beginning of the
season the group has lost three of
their team members and gained
another. Three of the men who left
were transfer students Lawrence
Felder, Jacob Poole and Brian
Stewart. The new addition to the
team is 6-foot-5 junior Cory

A

Aimee Santo, / Special to the Daily
Spartan Guard Ben Sanders dribbles past Ryan Carroll of TCU in a 69-60 loss on Jan. 13. The loss came
in the team’s first WAG contest, the Spartans have since evened their conference record at 2-2.
Powell, who has been able to contribute both offensively and defensively Barnes said.
"He (Powell) has added depth,"
Barnes said. "He can score and
rebound He is able to play small
forward and power forward positions."
Along with the addition of
Powell, the Spartans have anoth-

er asset in the form of the No. 1
scoring defense in the nation.
From the beginning Barnes has
heavily stressed defense and is
proud of the mere 55.8 points per
game his Spartans allow.
"I’m personally proud of it,"
Barnes said. "It shows that we are
doing really well. The emphasis is
our defense and we are working

hard at it."
Williams can attest to Barnes’
emphasis on defense each day at
practice.
"Barnes knows what it takes to
win," Williams said. "He has been
coaching for 18 years. The majority of our practice is (spent) on
defense. Our success has been our
defense."

Sanders, Griffin to face charges
take the magazines out of my said.
Sander’s apology letter said, "It
pocket when I entered the store."
Immediately following the inci- was a very stupid thing to do
As revelers began to celebrate dent, the players were suspended when I am counted on to repreon New Year’s Eve, five of San from the team. University rules sent this university in the best
Jose State University men’s bas- state "If a student-athlete is way possible." Griffin’s letter
ketball players were being charged with a felony by the dis- stated, "...To my teammates,
detained by the San Francisco trict attorney’s office, he or she coaching staff and athletic departwill be suspended from both prac- ment, I want to say I am sorry for
Police Department.
Seniors Eric Griffin and Ben tice and competition, and will not letting them down in the middle
Sanders now face misdemeanor receive any scholarship disburse- of the season with my mistake."
Spartan Head Coach Steve
charges of carrying a concealed ments, pending the final resoluweapon and carrying a concealed tion of the case. If the formal Barnes commended Griffin and
weapon in a public place stem- charge is a misdemeanor, howev- Sanders on their handling of the
ming from their New Year’s Eve er, he or she will be required to situation.
"It took courage and leadership
incident, said Fred Gardner, the practice, but will be suspended for
public infirrmation officer with the up to two (2) contests, depending with apologies in writing and
handing them out at the
infracthen
San Francisco district attorney’s upon the severity of the
game," Barnes said. "Several peotion."
office.
"In the most severe misde- ple say they respected that, and it
Freshman Ben Collins and
juniors Kevin Blunt and Darnell meanors you are suspended for made them feel good that they
Williams were questioned by two games but have to practice," were willing to stand up and
Athletics Director Chuck Bell admit it."
police but not charged.
Teammate Billy Landram said
The incident began in front of a said. "When you do something
grocery store at 2020 Market St. stupid, you face the conse- despite the problems Griffin and
where two plainclothes security quences," Bell said, referring to Sanders faced, they were still able
guards noticed the "butt" of a gun Griffin and Sanders, who were not to hold their leadership positions.
"When they came back, they
in Sanders’ front pants pocket as allowed to play in games against
the group was approaching a cash College of Notre Dame and Brain were still cheering us on and tryregister, investigating officers University. The players made ing to be leaders. We stuck togethreported. The officers seized the their return to the court against er and tried to pick each other up
after the incident."
unloaded weapon and searched TCU.
Both Griffin and Sanders are
Before the game against
the individuals finding a magazine containing ten rounds of Brown, however, both Griffin and scheduled to appear at 9 a.m. on
ammunition in Griffin’s right Sanders handed out letters of Feb. 9 at Department 15 in the
front pocket, according to police apology to the fans as they Hall of Justice in San Francisco to
entered the Event Center, Bell face charges.
reports.
The officers said they detained
because
of
all of the individuals
the nature of the call. While in
holding. Griffin also gave officers
permission to have his car
searched, and a knife with a seven
inch blade was found on the front
passenger side seat, the report
said.
In a statement Sanders wrote
fier police he said he was carrying
(the gun), but it was not loaded
when he was arrested in Safeway.
Griffin said in his statement to
the police he had taken the gun
with him "for safety reasons
because I had heard of some hate
crimes over the Internet through
a friend." Griffin said he brought
Choose to serve in one of the Army’s top-priority
the gun but was not aware that
skills, and you could receive a cash
occupational
accordSanders was carrying it,
ing to the police report.
$20,000, if you qualify. Plus, earn
to
up
of
bonus
"I was not aware that my
money for college through the
in
$50,000
to
up
on
the
gun
carrying
was
friend
him." Griffin stated in the report.
Bill and the Army College Fund,
G.I.
Montgomery
"I bad planned to have it in the
if you qualify.
trunk of my car, and I forgot to

Clarissa Aljentera
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SJSU drowns ’Dogs, Mustangs
Mike Osegueda
DAILY SPORTS EDITOR
Pablo Morales came to San
Jose State University two years
ago to coach the swimming and
diving squad, but he reprised his
role as a swimmer when he went
for an unexpected dip Saturday.
"I didn’t expect to go swimming
today," the Olympic Gold Medalist
said after his team forced him
from his poolside position in the
frigid January air into the water
of the Aquatic Center’s pool.
Morales’ dip came in celebration of a Spartan sweep of their
final home meet of the season
against Fresno State and Cal Poly.
The respective 152-136 and 21779 scores in the dual meet marked
not only the advancement of the
team’s 7-1 record, but a large step
forward by defeating the rival
Bulldogs.
"This is a big moment for the
program," Morales said. "I don’t
know how long it’s beer I
we’ve been able to beat Fresn,, "
According to Morales the ye t,.
ry over the Bulldogs was key tilethe Spartan journey to tile.
Western Athletic Conference to,
nament scheduled for Feb. 24
in San Antonio, Texas.
With only six teams remaining
from last year’s 12-team WA(’
swimming field, Morales said he
feels confident about his team’s
chances after beating conference
foes such as Fresno State and the
Rice Owls.
Morales and senior diver
Kelley Lasich agree the conference championship environment
brings about a sense of urgency
for the Spartans to bring their
best to San Antonio.
"We’re looking for our best
times and hopefully placing well
in the conference," Lasich Said.

But it was Saturday’s no ..t
which was the platform for one el
Lasich’s best performances of the
season.
After a third place finish in the
3 meter dive -- which was tarnished by a botched dive late in
her program -- Lasich came back
to place first in the 1 meter event
with a score of 259.9.
"She had a mishap on the 3
meter. She was in a petition to
win, hut she was hurt and then
came back on the I meter,Morales said. "Its just a great
statement on her tenacity and
ability to come back."
The score was enough to qualify Lasich for an NCAA berth, a
happening Morales said is rare in
usual l such
normal matches
scores are not re-ached until con
fin-mice meets, he said
Her success on the diving
hoard aside. Lasich also had a
landmark day in celebration of
her final home meet as a Spartan.
ietl because it W
:Ind my blan.ttnie iii wateh,k
tI at her onlooktrs

Spartan swimei Charlotte Pierce races through the water on her
1i -ranter butterfly Saturday at the Aquatic
V. V
I.

ad

The success of the senior
!--Ipartans --- unlike his mid-afterswim
-- was
something
\ I tiles had expected.
e relied on our seniors all
. time," he said. "I’m not surised
I lowever. the seniors did share
he spotlight with their younger
teammates Saturday.
Petra Banovic led the pack in
mor

Aimee Santos / Special to the Daily
Center. Her first place finish was one of nine for the team in its sweep
of Fresno State and Cal-Poly.
1000-meter
three events
freestyle, 500-meter freestyle, and
400-meter individual medley.
Junior Mai Nguyen was better
than the competition in the 200meter backstroke and freshman
Charlotte Pierce took first in the
200-meter freestyle and 100meter butterfly. SJSU had a total
of nine first place finishes in the
meet.
s

...

a

a.

Individual accomplishments
aside, it provecl to be the collective
efforts of the team that left
Morales the most excited, despite
the wet surprise that faced him.
"We needed big swims today,"
Morales said. "The seniors had a
lot to carry on their shoulders and
it was combined with the emotion
of our last home meet, but they
came up big today."
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Students unite!
Free Gray Matter now!
Banish the forces that threaten our brains.
Topple the tyranny of too many numbers.
Now you can get voicemail over the Internet and phone,
5( a minute calling and lots more.
So take control. Get the service that combines
your phone and messaging needs.

It’s up to you, comrades!
Visit our tables or go to

411.4vity.r.
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Police

new tenant, said Lowe.
"We could have lopped off $1 to
$1.5 million, but if we did, we
continued from pogel
would never get an opportunity
for space. This university needs
every inch of the older building, space. We don’t have anymore
from the dilapidated wooden land," Abeyta said in a previous
steps to the five-gallon water bot- Spartan Daily article.
tles situated in the hallways.
The expected leasing price for
Examples of the lack of space in the 6,000-square -foot area is estithe building are evident, from the mated at $100,000, Abeyta said in
basement where the cadets have a December interview.
their lockers, to the second floor,
The more visible UPD building
where the administrative offices could comfort students, such as
are located and are cluttered from Lynzey Baker who lives in the
top to bottom with binders, books Residence Halls.
and other miscellaneous items.
"It isn’t necessarily safer that
Aside from the lack of space in they are there," said Baker, who
the current building, the new parks her car in the Seventh
location of UPD will be more visi- Street garage. "I think they could
ble, Abeyta said in an earlier have used it to put in parking
interview.
spaces."
Currently UPD is divided into
However the visibility on the
three different portions that are front of the garage makes all the
scattered throughout the campus. difference for graduate student
The main operation is located in Cynthia Wyer, who also parks in
the UPD building located adja- the Seventh Street garage.
cent to the Alumni House, but the
"It is a good idea knowing that
Lock Shop on the first floor of the police department is there. It
MacQuarrie Hall, along with will keep traffic slow coming out
Traffic and Parking Operations, of there," said Wyer, who has had
which is located in the Seventh two close calls when leaving the
Street garage, are run by UPD.
garage.
The current police station is
Aside from the safety issue, she
6,300 square feet, and the new pointed out the Event Center is
building will be 15,000 square within sight of the garage, and
feet.
people who attend events could
Although the building consists feel safer walking back to their
of three floors, UPD will only cars, knowing that a police presoccupy the first two and will lease ence is around.
"As a female, it makes me feel
the third floor.
Abeyta has yet to name the safe," Wyer said.

Cuban boy
slated for
D.C. meeting
with family
relatives
Elian
WASHINGTON (AP)
Gonzalez’s Florida relatives must
make the boy available for a
meeting with his Cuban grandmothers Wednesday at a neutral
site, the Justice Department
ruled Tuesday. The grandmothers
pressed their insistence for the
boy’s return and pleaded with
Congress not to force U.S. citizenship upon him.
"He is only a 6-year-old boy.
And he’s a Cuban," said Mariela
Quintana, the child’s paternal
grandmother, after a meeting
President
lawmakers.
with
Clinton said he would not rule
passes
the
Congress
a
veto
if
out
citizenship bill.
The U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service, part of
the Justice Department, ordered
the boy’s great-uncle, Lazaro
Gonzalez, to bring Elian to a 4
p.m. EST Wednesday meeting
with the grandmothers at an
"appropriate neutral location."
The INS specified that location: the Miami Beach home of
President
University
Barry
Jeanne O’Laughlin, a sister in
the Dominican order.
The ruling followed Gonzalez’s
rejection Monday of a meeting
anywhere other than his own
home.
The meeting "is only a visit"
and does not change the boy’s status, said the letter signed by
Michael A. Pearson, executive
associate immigration commissioner for field operations.
The INS has ruled that the boy
should be returned to his father
in Cuba. Elian’s Florida relatives
have challenged that order in federal court.
"I have everybody’s word that
the child will not be taken away,"
O’Laughlin said in an interview
with The Associated Press. "I
wouldn’t participate if that was
the case."
If the relatives refuse to bring
the boy to the meeting, Justice
attorneys could go into federal
court in Miami for an order
said
compliance,
directing
department officials who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
The boy was found clinging to
a life preserver in the Atlantic on
Nov. 25 after his mother and others died when their boat sank en
route from Cuba to the United
States.
Carol Fouke, a spokeswoman
for the National Council of
Churches, which sponsored the
grandmothers’ trip, applauded
the order for Wednesday’s meeting and said the grandmothers
planned to leave Washington for
Miami early Wednesday mornpermitting.
weather
ing,
Washington was in the grips of a
fierce snowstorm that blanketed
the area with more than a foot of
snow.
told
grandmothers
The
reporters they had never seen
and were sursnow before
prised it was so cold.
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1)0 you want to he a Resident Advisor’? Flow about an Assistant
Conference Manager’? Or a Administrative Assistant? What about
a Peer Advisor for Residential Computing? Or even someone
who Focuses on All Cultural Experiences of Students? Then apply
to be a student stair member of University [lousing Services.

1100 p
Si Joseph
Cathedral

Campos Ministry Center 6 Chapel
corner of 1010 and San Carlos Streets
Saint Joseph Cathedral
corner of Market and San Fernando Streets

Applications are located in the Ul IS Office in lot West Flail
or on the web at http://housing.sjsu.cdu
Informanonal Session.
1/31 - Allen Ilan (ig
2/1- Hoover Hall 4a) 8 30p to
2/2 - Deung CORIMMIS (4 8 30p an ,
2/3 - Spartan Village (a) Op m
Applications arc due, February 14, 2000 (a?, 4p.m.
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MACINTOSH ’HOOK
300MHz PowerPC G3 processor
32MB of SDRAM
3.2GB IDE hard disk drive
24x speed CD ROM drive
12 1" TFT SVGA active matrix display
10 100BASE T Ethernet
Single built in mono speaker
56K modem
MS Office: Word, Excel, Power Point
Adobe Graphics Software

630,week with Portable Printer

LAPTOP RENTAL PROGRAM
,

sr I"

The Associated Students, Inc.
is proud to offer the students of San Jose State University the Laptop Rental Program I

Current Student

ID Required

*

4Ia 0
Assoneed Students, Int

AS Business Office
Main Floor of Student Union
Weekly Hours: 9am to 4pm

1.

SJSU Logo T-Shirts

SJSU Logo Sweatshirts

Selected Styles and Colors

by MV Sports
Available in White, Navy, Charcoal, Grey

$ 9.99

Eastpak Campus Max
Backpacks

Famous Maker
Backpacks

Assorted C,olors

Assorted Styles

$ 19.99

Everyday Low Price

$ 24.99 - $ 54.99

$ 19.99
al)11.1111111111

American Century Dictionary

BestSellers

Cliffs Notes

Always

Various Titles

30% OFF

Starting from

Great Value

$ 4.75

$ 3.99

cover price

-

60,000 entries/ 200 illustrations

Webster’s Universal
College Dictionary

Schaum’s Outlines

200,000 entries/ 300 illustrations

Various
. Subjects

$24.95 value for only

Starting From

$ 15.95

$ 9.99

Incredible Offers!
JANSPORT BACKPACK KIT
includes.
Jansport Backpack
1 in. SJSU Binder
150 count Ampad Filler Paper
5 Subject Notebook
6 Pack #882 Scantron
Small Bluebook
5 SJSU #2 Pencils
10 -Pack Bic Pens
4 -Pack Hiliters
3"x 5" Blank Index Cards
Index Card Box
3 -Hole Punch
Bulldog Stapler
5"x 3" Mead Notebook
3"x 5" Yellow Post -Its
Campus Map

retail:
49.99
2.39
. 99
2.58
.79
.15
1.95
1.99
1.99
. 69
. 99
9.99
3.39
. 69
.75
FREE
Total Retail

YOUR COST:

$79.32

SAVE
$19.37

$ 59.95

WM,

Products limited to quantities on hand

SpartanBookstore
A

Division

of

Spar tan

Shops

San Jose State University
www.spartanshops.com

A

A

A

Janhiry26.

2000,

SJSU 4 Subject Notebooks

Mead 1 Subject Notebooks

SJSU 1" Binders

SJSU Academic Planner

70 sheets - assorted colors

1999 - 2000

Regular Price 99C

Regular Price $ 3 99
Clearance

2 for 990

$

200 sheets, recycled with pockets
assorted colors

By Samsill, FourPoint, Cardinal
Assorted Colors

Regular Price $ 3.95
Clearance

$ 2.29 - $ 2.89

2.48

$ 2.28

’

Avery-Denison Hi-Liters
Hammermill
Copy Paper
Assorted Colors

$ 2.99

Ampad Filler Paper

Assorted Colors

Avery-Denison Hi-Liters

150 Count College Ruled

4-pack Pen Style

Regular Price 75C

Everyday

2 for 990

990

10 Cristal & Roundstick, Blue & Black

$ 1.99

Everyday
ql OM/ 111,01

Master Lock
Combination Locks

Bic Ballpoint Pen
Value Pack

Acco

2" Assorted Colors

2 - 3 hold standard
punch

everyday

everyday

$ 3.99

$

$ 1.99

9.99

Sony Cassette & VHS Tapes

Sony Batteries

Coby Trimline Telephone

Hi Fidelity - Normal Bias 60 min.

lighted Dial Pad/ Big Buttons

890

aAA & AAA
only

Sony Mini-Cassette Recorder

Premium Grade - T-120 6 hrs.

Assorted Variety

$ 1.99

990

$ 9.99

$ 29.99 - $ 59.99

Canon BJC2000 BubbleJet Printer
Delivers 5ppm print speed in black
2ppm in color, 720 x 360 dpi

Lexmark Z11 Printer
Regular Price: $109.99
Final cost after $30 mail in Rebate:
,

Delivers up to 4ppm print speed,
up to 1200 x 1200 dpi
Regular Price: $99.99
Final cost after $50 mail in Rebate:

$ 79.99

$ 49.99
(limited time offer)
Products limited to quantities on hand

SpartanBookstore
A Division of Spartan Shops
San Jose State University
www.spartanshops.com
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e a textbook

We realize we don’t have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let’s just say that at VarsityBooks.com
we’ve made the most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you’ll also receive them in just one to

three business days. All on a Web site that’s completely reliable and secure. What more do you need to know?
Savings off distributor’s Suggested once Books delivered in no more lhan Ihree business days Borne restrictions apply See see for Salads

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.

VarsityBooks.com
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Rankings seen as remedy
for public school success
SACRAMENTO
(API
"What’s your API?" could soon be
a common question among parents, teachers and anyone else
interested in the effort to push
California’s public schools out of
their slump.
California’s
Academic
Performance Index, which was
released Tuesday, is a score 7,000
public schools are getting from
the
state
Department
of
Education for the first time.
The elementary, middle and
high schools are learning how
their students rank on the 1999
state achievement test and what
their improvement goals will be
for next spring’s test.
They received a rating from
one to 10. The index shows 668
schools had ones, while 685
schools drew the highest mark,
10. The Education Department
posted the scores on its Web site
Tuesday at www.cde.ca.gov/psaa.
The API makes California one
of 26 states that publicly rank
schools or districts, said Kathy
Christie, policy analyst for the
Education Commission of the.
States, a Denver-based organization that helps states identify
policies to improve student learning.
"It’s really important," Christie
said. "One of the things parents
have wanted to know for years is
how does the elementary school
where my child goes compare
with others."
Each school is getting a score
between 200 and 1000. The state
median is 630, department officials say.
Gov. Gray Davis wants every
school to reach an API of 800 and
is offering cash incentives for
improvement, plus an intervention program for about 400
schools a year in the lower half of
the rankings.
The state’s first APIs are based

Psychology Department
Spring 2000 Open Classes
consult schedule or drop by DMH 157
Psyc 1 General Psychology
Psyc 30 Intro Psychobiology
Psyc 02 Child Psychology
Psyc 10 Abnormal Psychology
Psyc 12 Psych of Adoles
Psyc 14 Psych of Aging
Psyc 25 Intro Grp Dynamics
Psyc 26 Drugs + Brain & Beh
Psyc 29 Neuroscience
Psyc 38 Exer + Mental Hlth
Psyc 57 Psy of Motivation
Psyc 58 Perception
Psyc 67 Sports Psychology
Psyc 70 Indus Psy
Psyc 71 Personnel Psych
Psyc 75 Management Psy

solely on the standardized basic skills
test,
the
Stanford
Achievement Test, 9th Edition,
given last spring to 4.4 million
public school students in second
through 11th grades.
The test is not linked to new
state standards outlining what
children are expected to learn in
each grade in English, math, science and social studies.
Beginning next fall, schools
that meet growth targets with the
2000 test given this spring can
apply for up to $150 per student
The money comes from tk $96 million state fund.
Teachers from schools scoring
in the bottom half whose students
improve by an amount yet to be
determined will be eligible for
bonuses of up to $25,000.
The API will also be used to
determine if the 430 schools with
low 1998 and 1999 test scores
that are starting a $96 million
three-year improvement program
are improving.
Those that fail to could face
sanctions as severe as closing the
school.

III
Has Your ook
Mho Lowest PriceP
Amazon.com

Calculus
by Garret J. Etgen
List Price: 1122.95

$122.95

Barnes&Noble.com

$111.75

VarsityBooks.com
$ 101.41

Find it by phone
With the
Spartan Daily classifieds

We found it for

$81.00!*
’Prices as of November 29, 1999

Search Over 25 Stores to find the Lowest Price!

&15 2ENT-A-CA2

BESTBOOKBUYS
10% OFF WITH SJSU STUDENT/FACULTY I.D.

http://www.bestbookbuys.com

Best Daily and Weekly Rates in Silicon Valley (Special Insurance and Shop Rates)
Wide variety of current model vehicle including Vans 7 to 15 passenger, 4X4’s and convertibles.
Free Pick-up Service -(Geographically restricted in Silicon Valley)
Under 25 years of age ----OKAY!!! FEES WAVED

(408)998-7200
located at 711 Coleman
Ave. (near San Jose Airport)
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iBook: iMac to go.
You like to play hard and
rough. Now it’s time you got
a laptop that does the same.

A new term starts suddenly
you’ve got a shopping list a mile long.
Books, supplies, software you name it, you need it.
Not a problem.
You can get everything on your list -

The new iMac DV.

and much more - all in one place:
Spartan Bookstore.
From new textbooks to

The rebirth of cool.
Now with tinted windows.

used textbooks to
t-shirts and supplies,

we’ve got it all, everyday...
plus flexible ways to pay,

To find out more information about these products,
go online to the Apple Store for Education, at

textbook exchange and return
services, and a friendly,
knowledgeable staff.
It’s the

http://www.apple.comieducationistore,

fast, easy way

to get what you need -

or visit the Spartan Bookstore!

and its all right here.

SpartanBookstore
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Hatch quits presidential race after Iowa caucus
Gore pulls from
Bradley, Forbes
challenges Bush
Fresh
HUDSON, N.H. (AP)
from victories in the first voting
of the 2000 presidential campaign, Democrat Al Gore and
Republican George W. Bush
quickly turned their attention
today to the contest in New
Hampshire. Last-place finisher
Orrin Hatch decided to quit the
GOP race.
"We’re not taking a single vote
for grant rd, " Gore told noisy supporters at a Manchester rally as
the candidates spread over the
state.
In the caucuses Monday
night, Gore piled up a yawning
gap over rival Bill Bradley, and
Bush faced stiff competition from
second -place finisher Steve
Forbes.
Utah Sen. Hatch, a conservative who came late to the race,
took only 1 percent of the vote in
the six -man Republican field and
was making plans for his withdrawal announcement, a senior
adviser said today.
A new poll showed John
McCain, who skipped the Iowa
caucuses, leading Bush in New
Hampshire and Gore and
Bradley tied in the Democratic
race.
’Yesterday was ’Thank you,
Iowa.’ Today is ’We’re ready, New
Hampshire," Bush said early
this morning after an overnight
night to Manchester, N.H. Later,
he told CBS’ "Early Show" that
Forbes "deserves credit for a
strong second."
"I, however, had a strong
first," Bush said.
An exuberant Gore, also on
CBS, said today the competition
from Bradley "is great. It’s put
wind in my sails and made it

easier for me to get my keel
deeper in the water, so to speak."
On the Republican side, with
more than 97 percent of the
state’s 2,142 precincts reporting,
Bush had 41 percent of the vote
while Forbes had 30 percent.
Conservative Alan Keyes had a
solid third -place showing with 14
percent.
"Last night was a triumph of
authentic conservative principles," Forbes said today, predicting a "dramatic three-way race"
with Bush and John McCain in
New
"The
Hampshire.
Republican establishment has
met its match."
a party leader, Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott of
Mississippi, said Iowa was
Forbes’ "high water mark. He’ll
go down, hopefully fast, from
there."
Forbes has staked out more
conservative positions since his
1996 loss, particularly on abortion, but the McCain camp
believes that won’t play as well
in New Hampshire, where independent voters are a more
important factor.
A Quinnipiac College poll,
conducted before the caucuses
last Tuesday through Sunday,
found people likely to vote in the
Republican primary favored
McCain over Bush, 39 percent to
28 percent; Forbes trailed at 9
percent. The margin of error was
4.5 percentage points; 498 voters
were surveyed.
The abortion issue came up
for his rival McCain again today.
Asked whether he would favor
changing the abortion ban in the
Republican platform to favor
allowing abortion in cases of
rape or incest or to save the
mother’s life, McCain said, "I
would support the change."
"That is the position of Henry
Hyde who is a leader of the prolife movement," McCain told
reporters before a town hall
meeting in Sunillfee; N.H. He
declined to say whether he would

actively seek such a change.
Arizona Sen. McCain, who has
focused on reforming campaign
fund-raising, also said he felt
vindicated by the Supreme Court
decision upholding limits on
political contributions. "This is
what the whole campaign was
about, is about," McCain said:
Trailing the top three was
Washington activist Gary Bauer
at 9 percent. McCain, who
skipped Iowa to focus on New
Hampshire, pulled 5 percent of
the vote.
Bauer admitted disappointment but said Forbes didn’t
emerge with enough votes to
become
the
conservative
favorite. "I still think people are
looking for somebody to touch
their hearts and I think we’re
still in the competition," Bauer
said over breakfast with the
Greater Nashua Chamber of
Commerce.
Among Democrats, with 98
percent of the 2,131 precincts
reporting, Gore had piled up a

commanding 63-35 lead over
Bradley after a tough caucus
campaign and was hoping for a
bump
heading
into New
Hampshire.
With only 47 Democratic and
25 Republican delegates at stake
in Monday’s caucuses, the real
prize was momentum for New
Hampshire primaries Feb. 1.
Gore claimed that momentum, and said his win was sweeter because Bradley had poured
millions of dollars and hours of
time into the hotly contested
state.
"Senator Bradley spent far
more money and ran far more TV
ads than any candidate in the
history of the Iowa caucuses,"
said Gore.
The Quinnipiac College poll
found Gore and Bradley tied at
44 percent each.
The margin of error was 5 percentage points; 371 likely
Democratic voters were surveyed.
Before traveling to Hudson,

Bradley conceded at a raucous
campaign rally, congratulating
Gore in terms that made it clear
he intends to soldier on.
"He’s a tough opponent and I
know I’ll be seeing a lot of him in
the coming weeks," said Bradley,
who aides say plans to become
more critical of the vice president.
Bradley said he was satisfied
with the result, considering that
he started far behind and found
the Democratic Party power
structure lined up against him.
Looking ahead to New
Hampshire, Gore and Bradley
were locked in a tie in Granite
State polls.
McCain holds a slight lead
over Bush in most GOP polls
there, and he hoped to sustain it
even after bypassing Iowa.
But Bush is planning to open
a new front against McCain,
arguing that he has offered bold,
new education initiatives while
the senator has proposed little in
the way of education reform.

The two had been arguing
over tax cuts.
Seeking to get a jump in New
Hampshire, Bradley held a noisy,
predawn rally at 3:30 a.m, this
morning after arriving in
Nashua, N.H., where he was
greeted by more than 100 chanting and cheering backers.
"This energy is going to carry
us all the way,"’ Bradley said.
Among Republicans, the Iowa
results gave Keyes’ campaign a
needed boost.
He hadn’t climbed out of single digits in any pre-caucus polls,
but his fiery oratory drew
increasingly heavy crowds in the
final days.
Hatch
flew
back
to
Washington after the results
came in, without speaking to
reporters.
Hatch, who hoped to compete
for the conservative vote on the
strength of his four terms in the
Senate, previously had said he
would re-evaluate his campaign
if he finished last.

Looking for a major or minor? Or very interesting classes? Do yourself a favor!
Check the Philosophy Department website at http://www.sjsu.edu/depts/philosophy/philosophy.html
or check the Schedule of Classes for Spring 2000

PHILOSOPHY: a great education
Topics include the meaning of life (Who am I? What is the self? Why do humans suffer?), Eastern
philosophies (Hinduism, Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism), Morality (What is the good life? Should I be
moral?), Environmental Ethics and Animal Rights, Political/Social Justice (freedom, equality, rights, duties,
capitalism, communism, Marxism), Logic (sound and valid arguments), the history of ideas, Aesthetics (What
is beauty? What is art?), etc. Some interesting courses the Department is offering this Spring:
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosoithy
Philosophy

107: Philosophy and Literature
115: Computers and Cognition
119: African American Social and Ethical Thought
122: Social Justice
126: Environmental Ethics
15$:. Philosophy of,Law
190: Nietzsche

1200-1315 TR
1030-1145 TR
1330-1445 TR
1030-1120 MWF
1330-1445 MW
1900,-2145,R
1900-2145 T

. .3171 /1104:101
t,i

URSULA K. Le GUIN
Winner of the

National Book Award
Hugo Award

BUCKLE UP

Nturilii, t he country’s premiere leadership school
offers only the latest in athletic equipment.

will teach

There’s likt Too Much to rose

Spring Semester 2000

Tired of
throwing
your weight
around’?

English 181:
"Other Worlds of Fantasy"
I ng1181 01
1.ng1181 01
l.ngll8l 03

Spotads* world

18273
18275
18277

1500-1613 I R. S111011
1500-1615 IR 511 14.1
1500-1615 TR 111;11122

RIGISTER NOW

(You’re reading one now)

For information, please call

408-924-442i

Prep for the April 15th MCAT with

The Princeton Review
It’s not too late to start...
...but you don’t have much time left.
A

November

December

January

Space is limited. Enroll today.
(800) 2 -REVIEW
www.review.com

7The
(Princeton
Review
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Interest
rates drop
Wall Street
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WE’LL REFUND
DOUBLE THE DIFFERENCE

2/1/2000
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NEW YORK (AP)
Stocks
turned mostly lower Tuesday as
investors worries about higher
Interest rates outweighed another
round of strong corporate profit
reports.
In afternoon trading on Wall
Street, the Dow Jones industrial
average was down 109.21 at
10,898.96. Broader stock indicators had also turned lower.
The Standard & Poor’s 500
index was down 8.55 at 1,393.36,
and the Nasdaq composite index
was down 38.99 at 4,057.09.
After posting some modest
gains in morning trading, stocks
collapsed as investors fell prey to
worries about rising interest
rates, which could eventually cut
into corporate earnings.
Next week, the Federal
Reserve is expected to raise interest rates a quarter-percentage
point in its latest move to slow the
economy’s growth and head off
inflation.
A growing number of economists fear that an increase next
week will be the first of several this
year. Higher interest rates can cut
into corporate profits as it becomes
more expensive to borrow money.
"I think people want to see how
the market digests higher interest
rates: said Brian Belski, chief
investment strategist at George K
Baum & Co. in Kansas City, Mo.
The Conference Board also
reported consumer confidence
soared in January to the highest
level ever reached in the 32 years
that the data has been compiled.
The report suggested consumer
spending, the primary engine of
the nation’s economic growth, will
continue to grow.
The report may add to the Fed’s
concern that the economy is growing too quickly, analysts said.
The Dow’s technology companies pulled the average lower with
IBM off 4 5/8 at 116 7/8 and
Hewlett-Packard down 4 15/16 at
109 1/16. Their weakness diluted
some substantial gains from Dow
components Procter & Gamble
and Disney. Procter & Gamble
rose 5 11/16 to 101 11/16.
The company’s stock price,
which tumbled last week as P&G
held talks to acquire drug companies
Warner-Lambert
and
American Home Products, began
its recovery yesterday after company officials called off the talks.
P&G posted fiscal second-quarter earnings that beat analysts’
expectations, providing further
punch to the stock.
Disney rose 4 1/2 to 37 a day
after its earnings report topped
expectations. Declining issues
outnumbered advancers by a 9-to5 margin on the New York Stock
Exchange, where volume came to
722.81 million shares, slightly
ahead of Monday’s pace. The
Russell 2000 index of smaller companies fell 7.35 to 515.60.
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Fares may be higher Sunday,
Monday, Thursday, and Friday
iLach way with roundtrip purLhasei

FROM OAKLAND OR
SAN JOSE TO:
Albuquerque

$99

Austin

$90

Baltimore/Washington IBWO
120 miles to downtown Washington. DC

$99
I

$50

Boise

Isiednesdaj,

Boston iSee Manchester or Providencei

e,cv

4241.
With ROI’Cv

Burbank

$41

Chicago (Midway)

$99

Cleveland

$90

Detroit

$99

El Paso

$99

Houston (Hobbyl

$99

Kansas City

$99

Las Vets

$70

Long Island/Islip

$99

Los Angeles (LAX)

$44

Louisville

$oo

Lubbock

$99

Manchester, NH

$99

IA better way to Boston’

Now you have the freedom to fly anywhere Southwest Airlines does, coast-to-

Midland/Odessa

$99

Nashville

$99

New Orleans

$99

Oklahoma City

$99

Omaha

$99

Ontario

$44

Orlando

$99

Phoenix

$81

Portland

$39

Providence

$90

IA better way to Bostonl

coast, for only $99 or less each way with roundtrip purchase when you travel on
Tuesday, Wednesday, or Saturday. lust purchase your

roundtrip

ticket at least

seven days in advance, within one day of making reservations, and by February 2,

Teachers get
tax credits
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Teachers who agree to work at
least five years at low-performing
schools can get special tax credits
on their mortgages.
A state commission on Monday
approved a $150-million program
that could benefit nearly 4,000
teachers. The offer of a tax credit of
15 percent of their mortgage interest is worth up to $1,800 per year.
The goal is to provide an incentive for educators to join school districts struggling to improve their
students’ grades, Treasurer Phil
Angelides said.
Needy school districts or cities
must apply for the credits, and may
couple the offer with down payment
assistance and other incentives.
Gov. Gray Davis has proposed
other teacher incentives, including
$10,000 forgivable home loans,
$30,000 bonuses to those who
become certified in their specialty
by a national board, and forgiveness of $11,000 in college loans.
Under Davis’ plan, top college
graduates who become credentialed teachers could receive another $20.000 for teaching five years
at poor, ’r performing schools.
Meantime, the Extra Credit
Teacher Home Purchase Program
should be accepting applications by
June, Angelides said. The first
credits are expected to be issued by
mid-August.

It E

2000. Remember, seats are limited and won’t be available on some flights
during busy travel times and holiday periods like Spring Break and Easter.

En Espanol

I-800-VAMONOS(1-800-826-6667)

11-800-11-FLY-SWAl
(1-800-435-9792)

Raleigh -Durham

$99

Reno/Tahoe

$44

St. Louis

$99

Salt Lake City

$59

San Antonio

$99

San Diego

$44

Seattle

$39

Spokane

$39

Tampa Bay

$99

Tucson

$95

ThIsa

$99

Washington, D.C.

www.southwest.com

(See Baltimore/Washingtom

Service and fares from San Francisco may differ
Does not include travel to or from Florida 3/10-4/10/00

All’ A !RI
IIt Itt

Receive double credit as a Rapid Rewards Freedom
Reward Member when you purchase Ticketless Travel

on our web site After just four roundtrips, you’ll have a free ticket!

Offer applies to published, scheduled service
includes nonstop. direct (same plane), and

only and

connecting service

Fares do not include federal excise tax of $2 50 that
will be imposed on each flight segment of your itinerary
A flight segment is defined as a takeoff and a landing
Fares do not include airport taxes of up to $12
roundtrip Your plans must include a stayover of at least
one night. Tickets are nonrefundable but (except for
tickets purchased through our Group Tickets program)
may be applied toward future travel on Southwest
Airlines Travel through June 9, 2000 Fares are subiect
to change until ticketed Any change in itinerary may
result in an increase in tare.

JO

SOUTHWESTAIRLINES
1
m

A SYMBOL OF FREEDOM

FREE TICKET OFFER: If you are not a
Rapid Rewards Freedom Reward Member, sign up
after purchasing on the Internet to receive double
credit on travel completed by June 9. 2000 Your plastic
membership card will be mailed within 14-21 days
and you must present it at the gate upon check -in each
time you fly to receive credit toward a free ticket.
Changes to your itinerary may eliminate the double
credit offer All Rapid Rewards rules apply.
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Families, friends help out in watery effort
Moving
continued from page]

Others, such as Yoni Meron,
made move-in day a family
affair. Meron and his father,
Avi, left Orange County at 5:15
a.m. and drove through the rain
until arriving at SJSU at 11:30
a.m.
Attached to the Meron’s
sedan was a trailer custommade for transporting his
belongings between the dorms
and home.
While most people had their
things wrapped in plastic bags
for protection from the rain,
Brandon Chernick didn’t bother
with even packing a suitcase.
He left his clothes on the
hangers, which his girlfriend,
Capri Burrows, helped him
move back into his dorm room.
Although Chernick admitted
the move-in for spring semester
was much more laid back than
the move-in day for fall, he was
frustrated that he and his girlfriend had to wait for the elevator with their hands full.
"It pisses me off when I have
to wait to use the elevator
because it’s being used by people
who aren’t even moving their
stuff in," Chernick said. "On
move-in day, the elevators are
for people who are moving in.
Everybody knows that."
Amit, Lew, Meron and
Chernick were moving back into
their respective dorm rooms on
Sunday, the first day the dorms
were open since closing on
December 18.
However, Martin Castillo, the
community relations coordinator for the SJSU housing office,
didn’t think most students
would return until Tuesday, the
day before the first day of

Photos by Lexey Swan / Spartan Daily

Above, junior, Yoni Meron, and his father Avi, unload computer equipment and other belongings from
a trailer they hauled to San Jose from Southern California Sunday. This will be Meron’s second semester
living in Joe West Hall.
Right, Youngra Kwon, San Jose State University student, struggles to move her belongings into Joe
West Hall in heavy rain Sunday.
instruction.
"The 150 new students will
most likely move in today,"
Castillo said on Sunday. "But the
majority of students who have
lived in the dorms before will
wait until the last possible
moment to enjoy as much vacation time as they can."

Among the new students was
Meredith Giangrande, a freshman from Maryland, who said
she plans to major in theatre
arts. Giangrande applied for
campus housing when she
applied to SJSU in September.
However, she didn’t receive
confirmation that she had a

room until two days prior to flying to San Jose with her parents.
Before getting settled in her
dorm room, Giangrande had to
check in with a Resident Adviser
who gave her a tour of her new
home.
Giangrande signed a release

for her room, verifying that
nothing was damaged before
moving in.
"Everything
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Now that’s what I call
a Super Job!!!
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Super Team

a
Call the Job Hotline
924 - 1876
Apply in the Dining Services
Visit our Website at
Administration in the
wzmuspartanshops.corn
Old Cafeteria Building.
(Bldg. 37)
SpartanShops
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Super Jobs!

smoothly. It was a quick
process," Giangrande said. "I
thought it was going to take for.

Berger The Developing Person
Through the Life Span

$ 65.66

$ 57.05

561.30

S 45.95

Brown, Chemistry: Central Science

$ 95.07

$ 96.75

S 88.30

S 66.20

Clarkson West’s Business Law:
Text, Cases, Legal, Ethical,
Regulatory, and
International Environment

$ 98.75

$ 59.94

S 80.00

S 60.00

Davis Linear Circuit Analysis w/ CD

$ 93.05

$ 91.09

S 86.00

S 64.50

Epp, Discrete Mathematics with
Applications

$ 95.90

$ 93.88

S 90.00

S 67.50

inegan,

$ 48.45

$ 44.31

S 45.00

S 33.75

Harrison, Financial Accounting
(w/ FASB Statement)

$ 80.58

$ 82.00

S 78.40

S 58.80

lapin Quantitative Methods for
Business Decisions
(w/ Cases)

$ 91.15

$ 89.23

S 59.90

S 44.90

McConnell, Maaoeconomics:
Prindpies, Problems,
and Policies

$ 57.33

$ 58.34

S 58.65

S 43.95
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"It sucks - it really sucks,"
said computer science sophomore
Gilbert Samuelian about the long
cashiering lines.
"If there was an easier way to
get a parking permit, we wouldn’t
have this problem," Samuelian
said.
Waiting in line was also pretty
troublesome for sophomore Tim
Shek.
"It’s all about doing it all at the
right time - if I would have done
it earlier, instead of the day before
class, it wahld have been better,"
Shek said.
The lines have been getting
shorter during the last three to
five years, according to Des
Nelson, public coordinator for
enrollment services.
There is a lot of information
students can get through touchtone and on the Web, Nelson said.
The Admissions and Records
office will also have extended
hours beginning Jan. 26, along
with additional stations to assist
students.
"Basically, what we do is we try
to walk the lines," said John
Loera, interim director of
Admissions and Student Resource

istration in
Wahlquist
South Monday.
Although Le
was only in
line for 15 minutes, some
students waited up to two
hours.

Douglas Rider
/ Spartan
Daily

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerksgs are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T
Monday through Friday. good
schedules. Your vehicle with clean
DMV & acceptable insurance
coverage. If you like money,
independence & being around
interesting people, call Gold Rush
Express. 408-292-7300. or visit
us at 706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose.
Ask for JR or Frank Sr, or Randy.
For "hustlers" the pay & benefits
can be surprisingly good.

SALES POSITION, PART-TIME
Quiet office. OK to study. Will train
Downtown Sankise. 800-7484556.
NOW IS THE TIME for a new part
time lob, or paid internship for the
new year. Flexible hours available.
Call Chcisti, 3601370.
CROCODILE CAFE
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
Come join our talented team of
hosts, food runners. bussers. and
servers. We’re always accepting
applications. Please apply in
person Monday Thurday, 2- 5pm.
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
programs. Need reliable car &
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will
train. Mad Science 408/262-5437.

TELEMARKETING Pert/Full-Time
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
RECEPTIONIST PT wkends/eves. blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
Phones, light computer, flex hrs. Media Promotions 408.494-0200.
Start $7-8/hr. SWYMCA 3701877.
WANTED! PT & FT STAFF that
WORK STUDY JOBS!!!!
want to have fun working for the
Alliance for Community Care is a
YMCA w/schooi age children. Good
leading non-profit provider cimenral pay, flexible hours, good benefits.
health services in the Santa Clara Call 408.257-7160 ext. 18.
Valley. We have immediate
openings in the following areas:
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL
Mental Health Aides
needs insturclors, part Or full time
Office Assistants
in car or classroom. Good Pay.
Information Systems Assts. Company car. Over 18. HS Grad.
Public Relations Assistant
Moral character. 408.971-7557
San Jose, Sunnyvale &
Palo Alto locations!
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
"Must have Federal Worh Study wanted. Fun environment, close to
Authorization through the Financial SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex
Aide Office peon to inter-viewing"" hours. Central YMCA 2981717x34.
Call Nancy @ 408/2546820x211
EOE
EGG DONORS NEEDED! All races.
Ages 2130. Compensation $5,000.
RECEPTIONIST/Optom Asst. PT. OPTIONS National Fertility Registry.
)(Int people skills. Gd career starter.
1-800-8 86-93 73
WII van. No exp nec. 4089560731.
WWW.fertilltyoptions.com
PART-TIME WAITER/WAITRESS
Seeking fnendly. energetic individual to wait tables at a casual
Asian food restaurant in San Jose.
If you are outgoing, service-oriented
and interested in earning cash
wages plus good tips and meals.
please call us. Lunch shift
(approx. 11:00-2:001 8. occasional
weekends nights. Our restaurant
is located on Blossom Hill Rd.,
just outside of Los Gatos. Easy
access from *85 and #87. Call
for interview: 408-358-2525.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT, PT
Knowledge of Access a plus
Close to campus. Send resume
to eclitor@rpmetcorn
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202.4525901
111,000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T/ Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details.
send 1 stamp to: N-28. PMB 552.
12021 Wilshire 61.
Los Angeles. CA 90025

CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now
hinng part time Wknds & or Thurs.
Flex hours. Advancement oppty.
Free movies. Apply in person
3630 Hilicap Ave. San Jose.

"Ifs all about
dlohmitallatthe
dghttinme--ifl
would have done
It earlier ... it
wouldhaveheen
better."
- Tim Shek
student

FAX: 408-924-3282

TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
EMPLOYMENT
BEAUTY! HEALTH
SHARED HOUSING
Los Gatos Saratoga Rec. Dept
Elementary &d-viol Age Recreation Mon
.
MEN & WOMEN
ROOM FOR REFIT Female Students
prog. P/T his. 2 6pm. M.F. A few
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Room and board $475/mo. $100
positions avail approx Tarn-11am. MATH TUTOR for High School Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing deposit. Walk to SJSU. Contact
min salary iii ECE sluts too Student. Flexible hours. Call
or using chemicals. Let us
Gm/1e 287.2139.
Mrs, Taylor, 408,360-1370, AM or
Call Janet ’t. .;
.
permanently remove your
4082265826.
unwanted hair. Back Chest - Lip
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
Bikini ’Chin Tummy etc.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
& LOVE CHILDREN??
TUTOR POSMON
Students & faculty receive 15%
TOP PAY,
to teach a child who has
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
001dell Watt Student Dental Plan
Inimediate temp/perm
language & social skill delay.
made before 5/31/00.
Only $57.00 per year
Training will be provided. S12/hr.
substitute positions as
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Save 30%- 60%
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
Call Kim 14081 263-9218.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Crrti.
on your dental needs.
at After School Programs.
(408) 379-3500.
For info call 1-800-655-3225
Day Care Centers EliP/T TUTOR POSITIONS AVAIL
(408181n,
Tutor children (ages 38) w/autism.
Will train. 512/hr. 408937-9580.
DIRECTORS. ASST DIRECTORS,
TEACHERS. & AIDES
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED
i
Think,rip,
for Math. So. etc. Jr. High & H.S.
with children ’ the VMUA t? Santa Mon In. 3pm-8pm. $1,000 cash
Clara Valley is now hiring per mo Ms. Scotti. 408/255,5247.
Preschool Teachers & After School
Recreation Leaders for our Child TUTOR NEEDED FOR 12 YR OM
For Part-Time and
Milpitas area, 3 - 5 hours/week.
Care Centers throughout San Jose,
Education/Schools
Full-Time Positions, call
Cupertino, Santa Clara. Los Gatos.
Reading & Math. $10/hr.
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec 6J Saratoga, Campbell, Evergreen.
Home: 408/262-1296
ACROSS
Work 408/2783536
& Regular Class 58.60-511.52 hr. Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & n,
Fast placement, no fees
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Out of town
Office jobs in local companies
Saratoga School District.
time positions avail. Hours
5 Boarding device
Call 867-3424x504 for application around school. Fun staff te.,
Students/grads/career change
9 Uses
Temp/Temrato-Hire/Direct Hire
& infonnation. Immediate Need
great expenence in working
INSURANCE
MOMBO ORME! INBM
springboard
San Jose to San Mateo
children, career advancement,
OIDOMM IMMO BOO
13 Important
Phone’ (650) 325-1133
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
and good training opportunities.
AUTO INSURANCE
15
Fiery
gem
ODOM OMMOU RIMM
K-8 school seeks responsible
Fax: 1650) 32 5-36 39
Teachers meu,re minimum 6 units in
CampuskisuranceService
16 Author Bagnold
yvvny.hallmarkpersonnelcom
Individuals for extended ilaycare. ECE. Educ, Re:. Psych, Sac, Phys
Special Student Programs
00010 OWOMO
17 Rival of Hertz
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units Ed &or other related fields. Please
Serving SJSU for 20 years
UMOUPUM
MUM@
and Avis
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
required. Previous expenence with call Beth Prolix> at 408-291-8894
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
DOMMOO MUM@
18 Singer Home
fot
8, locations or fax -Gond Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
children preferred. Please rail
to get ES PAID $5
EIMUO
DOOMM
OHM
s,
,,
19 Jack or queen
aim:298,143
to lose up to 30 lbs.
244-1968 x 16
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
20 The lady
MPROM
OMU
MOM
in the next 30 days.
’Good Students" "Educators"
21 Found a buyer
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hint r EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
Natural. Guaranteed.
’Engineers’ ’Scientists"
MOWN MOM OMOM
v
,
23 Porous
’,cons, we are secieng
Preschool & School Age A
Call (408)7915256.
CALL TODAY 2965270
OUIROOR
25 Shade of green
I .’
i.aring child care
Directors. Teachers and Aid.
FREE QUOTE
WOMUMN
MMOOMO
, , ’lir growing
26 Music-buffs buy
SOCIAL SERVICES Part time PT & FT with excellent benet,b. (not,
NO HASSLE
OUR=
MOM
27 Guaranteed
18-25hours/weeln positions avail Call 370-1877 x 29.
nets. ,;
. ’’’items FT
NO OBLIGATION
opp,,,, .
MOO MENU@ MOOR
,
. infants
30 Make public
able with youth serving agency.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Opportunities include gang preven- ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY Presr:i
31 Humble
,
UCH NIMROD IMMO
We
..1,t ..
tion specialist, after school coordi- PLUS seeking infant. Toddler. and offer ;
l’,CS and an
32 Watch sound
ORM MOW IMMO@
nator (at-risk elementary & middle Reschool Teachers and Aides. F/T & excellent horicill package to
37 Entertainer
WORD PROCESSING
0,99911rulotiFeetureSynchuta
school), data entry and admin P/T positions available. Substitute include tuition reimbursement.
Sedgwick
34 Great Lakes
support. Bilingual Spanish a plus. positions are also available that Join us In working with tomorrow’s PROFESSIONAL Wood Processing
DOWN
38 Some college
state
Salary $8 to $12 an hour. offer flexible hours. ECE units are leaders at our state of the art Theses. Tenn Papers. Resumes,
1 Rani’s nurse
students
35 Small
Resume and cover letter to GUI required for teacher positions but facilities where children as well as
40 Shout of glee
2 Corduroy ridge
Group Projects. etc.
coin
Scouts of Santa Clara County not required for Aide positions. careers flourish. Call Toll Free
41 Marshmallow 3 Open a bit
All formats, specializing in APA.
36 Beer
Dept MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave.. Excellent oppportunity for Child 877-3363596.
4 - Kippur
roasting place
Moo/mini tape transcription. Fax.
barrels
San Jose, CA 95128. Email: Development majors. Please rail www.brightnorizons.com
43 Creature
5 Turned over
Experienced, dependable,
38 Polish, in away
personnel@ertscoutsofscc.org or Cathy for Interview at 2441968 ur
44 Roe
and over
quick return.
39
North African
Fax: (4081287-8025. AA/EOE
fax resume to 248-7350.
45 Polly and kin
6 Copied
Call Linda 408 264 4504.
47 Mischa Elman’s
7 Guy
42
Pleat
l
8 Tupperware
instrument
43 Flashy
materials
50 Smack
45
Hymns
9 Style
51 Square-dancer’s
46 Priest’s
10 Nonsensical
skirt
vestment
11 Zodiac sign
52 Chatters
FOR N I If \ %I. / AGENCY RATES cm.!. 408-924-3277
47 Coach
12 Vortex
53 Map abbr.
Lombardi
14 Prayer beads
56 Adam’s
48 Presses
22 Celebratory
grandson
49 Beginning
em
57 Object of
Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
51 Expensive
24 Benefit
devotion
52 Delicious
25 Mint drink
59 Fraginent
53 Garden
26 Stated
61 Skin problem
tool
27 Actor Baldwin
62 Kind of lens
54 Pony’s gait
28 Pop
63 Whitehorse’s
55 - St. Vincent
29 Use the pool
tenacity
Malay
32 - off: annoy
64 Relax
58 Actor Knolls
33 Insignifican
65 Goals
60 Center
one
86 - ca otene
THE OLD SPAHETTI FACTORY
AUTISM TEACHING ASSISTANTS
Now hiring or part time rktsitions.
Part
FInx,nle hours.
We offer:
Training provided. 510/hour.
Flexible schedules. day or evening.
408723 1625
a great environment with
excellent benefits.
SECURITY
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURIPI
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
We have cur own training program!! We will train you. Student Friendly.
’ Weare looking for neat. bright. & F/T. P/T. Weekdays & Weekends.
energetic people n the following areas:
Swing & Graveyard Shies.
Food Server 121 or older please),
Flexible Schedule
Hostess. Busser. & Kitchen Help,
408-2474827
Apply in person
2pm to 4pm. Monday thru Friday UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors
51 N. San Pedro. San Jose.
wanted. Fun Invironment. Flexible
hours. No experience necessary.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
Close to SJSU. People skies a
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All offered through June. Call Central
Shifts. Security Officers, Mobile YMCA (408) 298-1717x34 or visit
Patrol Officers. Top Pay With Many 1717 The Alamerti Sat;
Benefits! Call 408-2 8 6-5880 or
apply in person. 7am to 7pm. 7days
a week, 5550 Meridian Ave. Si,
EMPLQYMENT
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
3 lines

One
Day
$15

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line pared
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should Si
reminded Mat vAlen maid%
those further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sodding
money for goods or services.
In eddltion, readers should
oarehdly investKpets ail limn
offering onlIdenneill
atcoupons for discount
tecadens Or Mendlield Se.

Center. According to Loera, there
will be people there to assist students as they wait in line.
"Sometimes, they’re in the
wrong line, they want find out
about their transit card and they
haven’t paid their fees, or they’re
late, they’re in the wrong line,"
Loera said.
"The last two days, the questions have been, ’I couldn’t add my
classes.’ Well they were trying on
Monday - touch-tone was closed.
If they would have read it (the
schedule), they would have known
that touch tone closed on Friday,"
Loera said.
Paying close attention to the
schedule of classes would save students a lot of time in lines, Loera
added.

Foratimaiticasitim

20 consecutive issues receive 101’., off
40 + consecubve issues receive 20. off
50 + consecubve issues receive 25, off
Lour Mee apply to Santa Clefs County advertisers
end Wall students, staffs tautly.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Addtbonel words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Please check /
one classification:

Addross
City A sum

Pup axle

Phone
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Deily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Josue, CA 95192-0149
Classifled desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a.m two weekdays before publication.
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (409) 924-3277

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF.

Lost arid Found*
Announxarnents
_Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
, Autos For Sale
_ Electronics
Wanted
Empioymere
Opportuntkes

Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED

* Lost &

Found ads are offered free as a

service to the campus community

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sportsahnlis
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

businesses
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Aviation
continued from pogel
based training and advanced
flight simulation.
The computer-based training
tests students on the basic procedures of flight operation and aviation mechanics, while four flight
simulators provide students the
"live" experience of operating a
multi-engine, turbo-prop and two
high-performance, single-engine
aircraft from the safety of the
ground. There are also seven personal computers with internet
access, said Dave Neel, chairman
of the aviation department.
Three
Federal
Aviation
Administration (FAA) testing stations allow students to become
FAA-certified while at SJSU.
Licenses, also known as ratings,
may be obtained after students
have gained the required hours in
the air: private pilot, 40 hours;
flight instruments, 60 hours; commercial pilot, 250 hours; and multiple engine, 350 hours. Students
may also obtain airframe and
power plant certificates as well.
However, the cost of flight
training, beyond tuition, which
essentially covers the ground
training, can be quite expensive
up to $40,000. Although time
spent in flight simulation may
account for some of these hours,
the bulk must be real flight experience, Neel said.
Typically, 1,000 hours of flight
time overall are required for those
seeking a position as a pilot in the
airline industry.
Although his total costs outside
of tuition came to only $4,000
because he had "pumped gas", he
paid much less, Jakey said. Hogan
said he had paid up to $40,000 but
had logged 1,300 hours in that
time. Code Boeger, a recent graduate in flight operations and maintenance management, said he had
paid roughly $20,000.
Boeger said he had looked at
other programs around the country.
"The sticker shock was unbelievable," he said.
Scott Greer, admissions representative for the Sierra Academy

of Aeronautics, said the academy
offers graduates the opportunity
to cover the cost of the final additional 650 hours needed for work
to reach 1,000
in the airlines
hours by hiring them as flight
instructors at $10 an hour. Students
are essentially provided the additional hours for free, he said.
Other flight schools offer similar packages with varying prices
and level of certificates available.
The Flying Twenty Flying Club
has three planes overall, Verges
said. Members must be either
alumni or current students carrying at least six units. The club is
nut restricted to aviation majors
and anyone can join, according to
an article in the Spartan Daily
last semester.
The cost of a new Cessna similar to the ones owned by the club
would cost about $160,000, Robert
Martin, a club member, had said in
the article.
Neel, hired this year, comes to
the department with a variety of
experiences.
"I’ve flown aircraft as large as a
747 and as quick as an F-18, but
my qualifications are as an aeronautics engineer," Neel said.
Aircraft owed by SJSU include
a Boeing 727-100, several small
airplanes and a helicopter.
"My vision is for the aircraft in
inventory to be used to support the
university mission," Neel said. If
,that involved the testing of equipment or the shuttling of a VIP in
an emergency, he wouldn’t mind,
he said.
The aviation department’s
classrooms, labs and aircraft are
located off campus on a one-acre
site on Coleman Avenue near the
San Jose Airport. Its lease with
the airport goes through 2010,
Neel said.
Originally in the College of
Applied Sciences and Arts, the
department moved out of the college and into engineering in
January 1999, on recommendation
of the report.
Although already offering
degree programs in flight operations, aviation administration,
maintenance technology and
maintenance management, the
department in the past has lacked

accreditation from the Council on Neel said.
The department has also been
Aviation Accreditation (CAA).
"The better aviation programs working to meet the university’s
around the country are CAA- goal for its 2+2 Program. The proaccredited," Neel said. "The CAA is gram was established to allow,the
the highest standard for aviation greatest number of lower-division
courses possible to be taken at the
education in the country."
Highly acclaimed programs local colleges - two years worth such as Arizona State University and the subsequent upper division
are tAA accredited, he said. Needs courses also two years at
of the airlines and other business- SJSU, with the least amount of
es are also addressed in upgrading overlap.
"We have twenty articulation
the curriculum.
"One of the most critical (con- agreements with aviation procerns) is the curriculum," said Don grams," Neel said. Two-year colKirk, dean of the College of leges with aviation programs
include Foothill and De Anza colEngineering.
Nine new courses would be leges, and City College of San
added, covering topics such as Francisco. Roughly 50 percent of
Commercial Flight Operations, Air the program’s students are transCarrier
Flight
Operations, fer students, he said.
Other big changes are on the
Aviation Law and Aviation Safety.
"Four would be in the core (cur- horizon for the aviation departriculum), and five would be in ment as it works on recommendations from a 1997 university-wide
flight operations," Neel said.
The new courses are scheduled resource allocation review from
to be offered in the fall of 2000, the Office of the Provost.

Placed on probation as a result
of the review, the SJSU department has until the end of semester
to complete a report on progress
made, Kirk said. Six areas had
been recommended for improvement.
"Programs were put in several
buckets: some for enhancement,
some for consolidation, some to get
ready for termination; some programs were to be maintained, and
some were put on probation," said
Verdi Philips, executive assistant
to the provost. "They are all at various stages of implementation at
this time."
"The program is going quite
well," Kirk said. "All but two of the
recommendations are under way
or moving along."
Earlier versions of the review
had called for the aviation department’s termination, Kirk said.
The department would be forming a blue-ribbon task force committee to give feedback on

progress made, Kirk said. Overall,
he was positive about the program’s future.
New applications rose to 176
students in fall 1999, up from 144
student the previous fall a 22.2
percent increase, Kirk said. Of the
144 students who applied for fall
1998,49 were eventually enrolled.
"You come early and work until
you get tired," Neel said.
"My expectation is that it (the
department) will be looked at, and
I would guess it will come off probation, or its probation will be
extended with specific goals that
would be considered important,"
Kirk said. "I don’t see a move to
terminate the program."
A national review team
including a retired FAA administrator along with several university professors is set to look at the
program in March.
The review will help the department better evaluate where it is
at, Neel said.
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FRIDAY’S ALIVE! at Bay Meadows
$1 BEERS (7-10pm), HOT DOGS & SODAS

THIS FRIDAY
LIVE MUSIC FROM

MOTHER HIPS
FIRST RACE 7:15pm
NINA

CalTrain stops at our door!

650.574 RACE
www.haymeadows.con,
west of highway 101
"
at highway 92 oi Sall

FOR THE
FIRST TIME EVER:
$20,000 CASH BONUS
PLUS $50,000
FOR COLLEGE.
Choose to serve in one of the Army’s top-priority
occupational skills, and you could receive a cash
bonus of up to $20,000, if you qualify. Plus, earn
up to $50,000 in money for college through the
Montgomery G.I. Bill and the Army College Fund,
if you qualify.
Find out more about these great Army benefits.
Talk to your local Army recruiter today. It could be
one of the most rewarding calls you’ve ever made.

AlArry CAN BE:
ARMY. BEwww

TEXTBOOKS ONLINE. SAVE UP TO 40%

FREE SHIPPING!’
FOR $10 OFF** ENTER CODE #650169 AT PURCHASE CHECKOUT
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